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The Editor- in – Chief:  

Good morning, Ladies and Gentleman. Basically, there are three main points I want 

to talk about. School magazines are useful in many ways. Many of the students do not 

read books except their textbooks. Their knowledge cannot increase if they do not 

read books. If we are to write an article for the magazine, we have to read new 

information from books or find necessary information in the net. Thus it widens our 

knowledge. A student's mind is filled with joy and pride when he sees that his article 

has appeared in print and it encourages him to write more articles for the magazine. If 

a fellow-student writes an article for the school magazine, others may be inspired to 

follow his example. The school magazine helps us in developing our skills of 

writing. It increases our skills of creating also.  

Trello is a tool, which we used to organize the work of a whole team, dividing the 

roles. It doesn’t matter if our teammates are at the next desk or across the world. 

Trello will do the job. We managed our development schedule and tried to finish the 

tasks in time, but when we didn’t meet the deadline, we changed the date. We 

organized this project. It’s a great place to keep your boards and see how the 

magazine is born. Our boards showed us what needs to be done, the status of all 

tasks. Trello has limitless possibilities so you can shape it to whatever project you 

have. 

TheCorrespondents: 

         School and group magazines are useful in many ways. They have a great 

educative value. They encourage students to think and write, create and decorate. So 

they develop their talent. They are also taught how to express their own ideas in a 

good form and in foreign language. They contain a collection of articles, poems, 

stories, plays, photos. They are written mainly by the students. Besides literary 

articles, the school magazine contains information of the work done by students in 

different spheres.  

The magazine reports about the achievements of the students and congratulate them 

for their hard work. They also include the information about the games and sports 

organized by the school. Thus, the school magazine highlights the exciting activities 

at school. School and magazine also teaches the students the value of cooperation and 

encourage healthy competition. They are a source of self-help and self-confidence for 

students. 

The school magazine has become a popular way for students to be involved in their 

school activities to show off their talents. If you are considering starting a school 

magazine, you may be wondering what should be included in each issue. Here are 

some tips on what should be included in a school magazine so that it will capture the 

interest of fellow students.  

The Photographers:   

Throughout the school year there will be different events that can be reported in the 

school magazine. Let your schoolmates know about what is going on in their school 

and how this may affect their lives.  



Any upcoming events at school can be written about: the school prom, discos, 

summer camp or competitions.  

There are plenty of events and issues beyond your school that young people will be 

interested in. Choose topics that are relevant to their lives, such as education, 

technology and sport or youth politics. Look at these types of subjects from a number 

of different viewpoints so that you have a balanced argument in your article. Perhaps 

interview some fellow students about their views on the topic or start a debate. These 

sorts of articles will inspire students to write in the magazine with their views on 

what you have reported. 

The Designers: 

Many students will expect more from a magazine than simple articles to read. They 

want to be able to engage physically with the magazine. Fun puzzles and activities 

will cater for those who is interested in this type of activity and broaden your 

readership  

Similarly, you are to capture the interest of a wider group of students if you include 

competitions in your magazines. The prizes don't have to be great, perhaps vouchers 

for a local fashion outlet or tickets to the cinema. The nature of the competition can 

be dependent upon the age of the students who are your target audience for the 

magazine. However, it will contribute people to read the magazine if you include 

something that benefits for the reader.  

Whether you use graphics or photographs in your magazine, a splash of color will 

make the magazine far more appealing to the reader. It will catch their eye, inspiring 

them to grab a copy; it is more interesting than a page of dull, black and white 

writing. A school magazine can be a great way for students to show off their talents 

and to create a sense of community in their school. There are lots of different types of 

features that can be included in a magazine, but some of the best include topical 

articles, news and events, puzzles and competitions.    
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1. Last night I … a wonderful dream. a have b has c had d was 

2. This is what I …. a) dreamed b) had dreamed c) was dreaming d) dream 

3. We … a trip to Hawaii. a) took  b) was taking c) taken d) were taking  

4. I …with my family and two of my friends. a) were b) was c) be d) am 

5. We … on a ship and we … to Honolulu. a) were; were travelling b) am; 

travelled c) be; was travelling d) was; travel 

N.G.Brusova,  English: Tests Forms 

7-8,Drofa Publishers, Moscow 1998, 

p. 25, 27  
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6. On the ship  there …a disco. a) be b) were c) was d) is  

7. We … on nice comfortable seats and we … exotic cocktails. a) sit; drink 

b) were sitting; were drinking c) sat; drank d) was sitting; was drinking 

8. Lots of people … and the music …loudly. a) were dancing; was playing 

b) danced; were playing c) was dancing; was playing d) danced; played 

9. The music … lauder and louder until I … hear a ringing in my ears. a) 

got; could b) were getting; could c) was getting; could d) got; can
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Do the language puzzles: 

Find 8 gadgets                                                          Find 12 adjectives 

V.Evans, Spotlight 

Workbook, Express 

Publishing Prosveshcheniye, 

2010, Ex. 4 p. 27 
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.  
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Prosveshcheniye, 2015, 

WL p.6 

Quizlet News stories.  
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(name) 

                                                                                

Module 1-4 

№                                         Contest Very 

well 

OK Not 

very 

well 

1 Photo (Contest/ Leisure/ Sport/ Hobby    

2 Author/ Plot    

3 My Story/ Tale    

4 The teens/ Character    

5 Attraction/ News/ Advertisements    

6 Survey/ Poem/ Fun    

7 The participant in the conference/     

                                                                                 

Total 

   

                                                                                 

Mark 
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